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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A developer IS deploying an action to automate the configuration and management of Cisco network switches and routers. The

application must use REST API interlace to achieve programmability. The security team mandates that the network must be protected

against DDoS attacks. What mitigates the attacks without impacting genuine requests?

Options: 
A- traffic routing on the network perimeter

B- firewall on the network perimeter

C- API rate limiting at the application layer

D- IP address filtering at the application layer

Answer: 
B

Question 2



Question Type: MultipleChoice

A developer must deploy a containerized application for network device inventory management. The developer sets up a Kubernetes

cluster on two separate hypervisors The SLA is not currently meeting a specified maximum value for network latency/jitter. CPU/memory

and disk 1,0 are functioning property.

Which two design approaches resolve the issue? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Upgrade the server NIC card.

B- Colocate services in the same pod.

C- Enable IPv6 within the cluster

D- Replace the HDD drives with SSD drives.

E- Deploy the cluster to a bare metal server.

Answer: 
A, B

Question 3



Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit. A developer wants to automatically deploy infrastructure for a containerized application. A .gitlab-ci.yml file must

describe a pipeline that builds a container based on a supplied Dockerfile and executes an Ansible playbook on the configured

container. What must be added where the code S missing to complete the script?

A)



B)

C)

D)

Options: 
A- Option A

B- Option B

C- Option C

D- Option D



Answer: 
D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What are two benefits of using a centralized logging service? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- reduces the time required to query log data across multiple hosts

B- reduces the loss of logs after a single disk failure

C- improves application performance by reducing CPU usage

D- improves application performance by reducing memory usage

E- provides compression and layout of log data

Answer: 
A, E



Question 5
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to construct a contact tracking application that

dynamically returns all the Bluetooth clients on a given Meraki network. Not all options are used.

Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: DragDrop

Refer to the exhibit.



Refer to the exhibit Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to query the last 10 Bluetooth clients

seen by APs in their network using the Meraki Dashboard API Not all options are used.

Answer: 

Question 7
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the components from the left into the order on the right to create the flow of the three-legged OAuth2.

Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: DragDrop



Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to create a new IKEv2 policy Not all options are used

Answer: 

Question 9
Question Type: DragDrop

Drag and drop the code from the bottom onto the box where the code is missing to stop the REST API requests if a 'Too Many

Requests" response is received Not all options are used.



Answer: 

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.



Refer to the exhibit. Which action resolves the error for the GitLab CI/CD pipeline execution?

Options: 



A- Download the correct artifacts by specifying them in GitLab.

B- Use the python:3.9.0a4-alpine3.10 Docker image

C- Install the missing python libraries via pip3.

D- Add the absolute path to the python3 executable

Answer: 
B
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